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1. INTRODUCTION : 

Critical analysis of judicial process is possible only after understanding the concept the justice. To have a better 

and thorough understanding we need to study the concepts of justice, i.e., definition of justice, whose function is to 

administer justice, importance of justice, etc. The concept of justice is age old. Administration of justice implies 

maintenance of peace and order within the community. Justice connotes the relationship between individual and state, 

where state treats every individual equally. Justice exists in the fairness of process followed to obtain the outcome. 

Justice means application of law in a particular case. Defining exactly what the concept of justice means is very difficult, 

because justice differs from person to person. There is no specific definition of justice; however, several legal 

philosophers have tried to define justice such as rightly pointed out by Salmond that it is through the instrumentality of 

law that justice is administered. According to him “law is the body of principles recognized and applied by the state in 

the administration of justice”i Similarly Roscoe Pound has also emphasized the importance of justice in defining law. 

Thus, law and justice can not be separated.ii Thus when the promises of law are not delivered properly that is when 

rights of an individual is infringed and is not remedied then injustice is said to be done, therefore justice is to deliver 

what the law has promised. 

 

2. JUDICIAL PROCESS AND CONCEPT OF JUSTICE : 
  As stated by Lord Bryce that there can be no better test of the excellence of a government than the efficiency of 

its judicial administration. Constitution in its preambleiii provides for justice-social, economic and political, and to 

achieve them each organ is duty bound to perform its various powers and duties without hampering the power 

arrangement as provided in the constitution. Article 39Aiv  of constitution ensures access to justice by providing equal 

justice and free legal aid. Social justice connotes equal treatment of all without any privilege to anyone and no 

discrimination on the basis of caste, sex religion etc. economic justice means no discrimination shall be made on the 

basis of wealth, and political justice means all citizens have equal political rights. Now we must analyze whether our 

government has succeeded in ensuring justice to its citizens or constitution has only remained a dead document since it 

came into existence? Judiciary is one of the foundations of justice although it is not the exclusive one; there are other 

instrumentalities also who are under a responsibility to secure justice. According to Karl Lowenstein, Legislature deals 

with policy making, executive deals with policy implementation and judiciary deals with policy control.  
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Judiciary mainly deal with the administration of justice, however it is to be kept in mind that judiciary is the 

result of failure of executive, initially executive has a duty to deliver justice, Article 256v provides the whole of the 

mechanism of administration of justice, it provides for the implementation of laws by states, it is a statement of 

constitutional duty of every state. Imagine if the executive had been vigilant enough to implement the laws then how 

many cases would have been there in courts? Very few. Article 256 casts a duty on state to ensure implementation of 

laws; in compliance with article 14vi. This is due to the misinterpretation of constitution that these provisions lie dead 

and the executive sits in the office without their backbone. Replica of principles of rajdharma can be seen under article 

256, where duty was the supreme dharma; article 256 also casts a duty on executive to deliver justice even in violation 

of private rights.  Since judiciary emerged due to failure of executive to administer justice, the courts are in a way 

implementing laws made by executive.  

 

3. ANCIENT INDIAN LEGAL SYSTEM : 

It would be fascinating to note down that the expansion of jurisprudence and legal theory is indebted to ancient 

Hindu legal thinkers such as Jamini, Narada, Yagnavalkya, and Manu in the Vedic age in addition to western jurists and 

legal philosophers. Under ancient Hindu jurisprudence law is considered as a part of ancient Sanatan Dharmavii, thus 

law being a part of dharma, there was no apple of discord and cacophony between the two and both formed a single 

incorporated whole. The concept of Dharma is very ancient; it delegates those behaviors which are essential for the 

appropriate working of the natural things. It encompasses the idea of duty, conduct, right and all those things which 

make the life on earth in consonance with the social harmony and human contentment. In broadest sense, dharma implies 

all saturating rules or orders that sustain the universe. “Dharma” is that which upholds, nourishes or supports the stability 

of the society, maintains the social order and secures the general well-being and progress of mankind” viii 

The king had ample amount of duties, which were known as Rajadharma a combination of numerous Dharma.ix 

Rajdharma was considered as the supreme dharma.  

“Dharmaya raja bhawati nah kamkardyaya tu”x 

Meaning-“The proper function of the king is to rule according to Dharma (the law) and not to enjoy the luxuries of life” 

Although he had the power to administer justice yet his powers were limited by the standards of Rajdharma. He 

could not do anything which was opposed to his duties such as arbitrary taxes could not be imposed, could not be bias, 

and could not favour his near ones at the cost of other person. There was no hindrance to justice for weaker section since 

there was equality between them; they were treated equally before law. Stronger was not allowed to oppress weaker and 

if king deviated from his duties and did not perform them correctly, he was punished thousand times more severely then 

any other person. Thus Rajdharma stands high on ethical count, and coercion count.xi 

Manu smiritis provides: “Law is the king of kings: nothing is superior to law; this law aided by power of the king enables 

the weak to prevail over the strong.” 

Procedure did not act as hindrances to justice in ancient India, access to justice was easy. Poverty did not obstruct the 

path of poor to obtain justice; king was under an obligation to take cognizance of the matter.  

“Pratigyan chadhirohasv mansa karmada Gira 

Palishyamyhav Bhom Brahma Ityev Chaskrat 

Yashchatra Dharmo Nityokta Dandanitivyapashrayaha 

Taptshandokaha Karishyami Savvasho Kadachan” 

Meaing –I shall protect the world considering it as equivalent to the creator: I shall act fearlessly and observe the role 

of dharma in accordance with dandaniti and not according to my own sweet will.xii 

Vedas is the source of dharma is a unanimously accepted fact. As rightly observed by Manu, the grand Hindu 

observer,” dharma is that which is followed by those learned in the Vedas and what is approved by conscience of the 

virtuous men who are free from hatred and inordinate affection.”xiii  Thus one can make out that dharma is a noble 

feeling which exists inside the heart and hence emanates from the heart of a virtuous man. 

 Manu described fourfold indices of dharama i.e. (1) Sruti, that is Vedas (2) Smriti (3) Sadachar and (4) that 

which is pleasing to one’s conscience.xiv Thus Manu’s concept of dharama is a blend of religion, morality and law, 

further the Sadachar concept communicate with law, which means a code of conduct which regulate the human behavior 

in modern context.  

According to Manu, Sadachar dharama was the law. Sadachar or moral-law was the basis of dharma in ancient 

time; it consisted of professing truth, abstaining from violence and helping the distressed and oppressed section of 

society. It inculcates the seeds of values in a human being so that he can distinguish between right and wrongxv.. The 

conduct according to dharma meant performance of duty towards others and the society in the interest of community as 

a whole.xvi Even the modern western legal thinker Duguit’s theory of social solidarityxvii declares that sovereign or state 

does not enjoy special privilege or position, they exist as long as they fulfill their duties. 
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However, the researcher finds it is pertinent to mention that modern law does not have the same circumference 

of morality as existed in ancient times, i.e. modern Indian law deviates form the concept of dharama. Presently law is 

confined to rights, duties etc. the difference between the two lies in the fact that law applies in a given society where as 

dharama is the conduct of a virtuous man, which applies to whole universe. Further law is made by the state whereas 

dharama is much wider than the law; it covers moral, social, religious and other legal activities. Every immoral or 

undesirable conduct is opposed to dharama, but an act is not opposed to law unless it is expressly prohibited by law. 

Reasonableness is the basis of modern concept of law, though morality and reasonableness emanate from the same 

source but all that which is reasonable need not be moral. 

Hence, if we cratalogically analyze the ancient legal system in terms of power spectrum then we can say that it 

stands good on ethical count since dharama was the supreme duty and both king and people had to follow it with 

conviction.  Rajdharama period was based on inquisitorial system, there was parity of power. King had no legislative 

power; he had to give decision according to the view of judges of court. Power was depersonalized so chances of abuse 

were less. Rajdharama satisfies the head count and time count highly, since procedural technicalities were not there, 

speedy resolution of dispute was there. On interest and influence count also, it stands good since dharama have a positive 

influence. 

During Mughal period emperor was considered to be above law. Thus there was a transition of the status of law, 

in ancient India law was considered to be supreme however in mughal reign, all other officers of court were under the 

law but emperor was treated above law. Mughals were keenly interested in delivering speedy justice, however reaching 

directly to the emperor with the petition was a troublesome task, but there were few emperors like  Akbar ,Jahangir  who 

allowed aggrieved to directly approach them for the reprisal.  

A severe change took place with the advent of Britishers, they came to India to exploit Indian resources, be it 

human resource, natural resource etc and make money in India, and they came for economic purpose. To achieve their 

objective they made laws which were oppressive to Indians and beneficial to them. They introduced adversarial system 

of justice. They introduced law of limitation, court fees to prevent frivolous cases from being filed by the people, and 

to extort money thereby preventing the people to enforce there rights, 

 

4. PARITY OF POWER : 

Power is the ability to affect other. Power holders exercise their power on the power addressee. Parity of power 

means balancing of power amongst different power holders existing in a given society; this can be seen in the 

constitution of India under Article 14, which restricts the state power to act arbitrarily. In fact whole of the fundamental 

rights of part III are denial of exercise of arbitrary power by the state. In ancient times parity of power was maintained 

by giving superior position to Rajdharma over king, as he could be removed by the people if he acted opposed to 

Rajdharma. Similarly, in western concept, principles of justice and good conscience which are the basis of equity were 

followed while administering justice.  

Indian legal system follows adversarial system under which there is no parity of power and hence oppose to Article 14. 

Adversarial system does not uphold equality, since mode of burden of proof is on plaintiff, who has already suffered 

injury at the hand of defendant. Judges only act as facilitator however, Section 57 of Indian evidence Act provides that 

court shall take judicial notice of the facts, yet court does not actively participate in the procedure of judicial process. 

State assumes that it is under no obligation to deliver justice, however in reality the source of power is people, and power 

holders are merely its servant. There are three modes of creating parity of power in Indian judicial system 

 Firstly, Preamble lays down the objectives of the constitution, which are used to interpret the various articles of 

constitution. Fundamental rights are the inherent rights of a human being which casts a duty on state to preserve 

these rights and enforce them in case of violation. Hence State is given a duty to create parity of power. It provides 

to aspects firstly court shall enforce the rights when infringed by the state and secondly these are restrictions on the 

power of state. Therefore, in this way constitution envisages parity of power between the power holder and power 

addressee.  

 Secondly, parity of power is maintained in terms of directions given under Article 37, which provides that it shall 

be the duty of legislatures to take care of the directive principles while drafting and further executive has to see 

while implementing laws that they are in conformity with directive principles.  

 Thirdly, it is the principle of separation of power that maintains parity of power through checks and balances.  The 

doctrine of separation of power as evolved by Montesquieu in his book De hhl’esprit des lois in 1747, the doctrine 

provides that there are three branches of government legislative, executive and judiciary. He advocated separation 

of power to eradicate corruption. No organ can usurp the power of other, by his doctrine he meant to convey that 

there should not be a government of man but government of law, further another contribution was that there should 

be independence of judiciary.xviii  
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Further Montesquieu explained the doctrine in its own word they are; “When the legislative and executive 

powers are united in the same person, or in the same body or magistrates, there can be no liberty. Again, there is no 

liberty if the judicial power is not separates from the legislative and executive powers. Where it joined with the 

legislative power, the life and liberty of the subject would be exposed to arbitrary control; for the Judge would then be 

the legislator. Where it joined with the executive power, the Judge might behave with violence and oppression. There 

would be an end of everything was the same man or the same body to exercise these three powers…”xix 

Now referring to the Indian constitution, Article 50xx  explicitly provides for the separation of judiciary and 

casts a duty on the state to ensure compliance with the article. Similarly there are other articles too, providing for powers 

and duties of legislature and executive.xxi Further article 124 to 140 and article 214-237 lay down the powers and duties 

of judiciary. Strictly reading the provisions we can analyse that there are plenty of articles which demarcates the 

boundary amongst the three organs.  

 

5. CONCLUSION : 

Our constitution provides for the principle of checks and balances, by which every organ though working 

independent of each other has to work in accordance of constitution, thus rule of law prevails for example, law made by 

legislature can be struck down by judiciary if it is found to be unconstitutional, further a judge can be removed by the 

parliament following a procedure laid down under article 124 on ground of proved misbehavior or incapacity. Further 

governmental decisions can be challenged in court and court can issue writs to state to ensure its obligations, additional 

checks and balances are there in our constitution.  

As rightly said by Lord Acton ‘Power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely'. However these 

checks and balances are not to be confused as transgression of respective boundaries of organs.  
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